Abstract

Transactional memory (TM) has been the focus of numerous studies, and it is supported in processors such as the IBM Blue Gene/Q and Intel Haswell. Many studies have used the STAMP benchmark suite to evaluate their designs. However, the speedups obtained for the STAMP benchmarks on all TM systems we know of are quite limited; for example, with 64 threads on the IBM Blue Gene/Q, we observe a median speedup of 1.4X using the Blue Gene/Q hardware transactional memory (HTM), and a median speedup of 4.1X using a software transactional memory (STM).

What limits the performance of these benchmarks on TMs? In this paper, we argue that the problem lies with the programming model and data structures used to write them. To make this point, we articulate two principles that we believe must be embodied in any scalable program and argue that STAMP programs violate both of them. By modifying the STAMP programs to satisfy both principles, we produce a new set of programs that we call the Stampede suite. Its median speedup on the Blue Gene/Q is 8.0X when using an STM. The two principles also permit us to simplify the TM design. Using this new STM with the Stampede benchmarks, we obtain a median speedup of 17.7X with 64 threads on the Blue Gene/Q and 13.2X with 32 threads on an Intel Westmere system.

These results suggest that HTM and STM designs will benefit if more attention is paid to the division of labor between application programs, systems software, and hardware.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, transactional memory (TM) has been the subject of numerous studies in both the architecture and parallel programming communities [1, 8, 9, 15, 16, 20, 21, 23, 24, 33, 45–48, 50]. More recently, several companies including Azul, Oracle, IBM and Intel have released hardware transactional memory (HTM) implementations [49, 51], and the C++ standards committee is considering adding language support for transactions [31].

One of the main arguments for the TM approach is that it simplifies the writing of parallel programs because it gives programmers the concurrency benefits of fine-grain locking without requiring them to write fine-grain locking code, which is usually difficult to debug, port and maintain. TM has been evaluated using microbenchmarks such as implementations of traditional data structures like stacks and trees, and benchmark suites such as the STAMP benchmarks [10], which use these data structures. In the original STAMP study, evaluation was done on a hardware simulator. However, evaluations on real hardware and software TMs show limited speedups. For example, when we ran the STAMP benchmarks on the IBM Blue Gene/Q using 64 threads and hardware transactional memory, we obtained a median speedup of only 1.4X. When we used TinySTM [21], a state-of-the-art STM, instead of HTM, we obtained a median speedup of 4.1X.

We believe it is important understand why TM benchmark suites like STAMP perform poorly on transactional memory implementations. Do the algorithms and data sets in these benchmarks have limited parallelism? If so, we need different benchmark suites. Is performance limited by the programming model and data structures used to write these benchmarks? If so, we need to re-implement these applications using better programming models and data structures since inventing elaborate mechanisms to speedup badly written programs is usually an exercise in futility. Is there some fundamental limitation in using TM to exploit parallelism even in well-written transactional programs? If so, we need to understand what these limitations are and whether they can be circumvented.

Understanding these issues is important because one of the main lessons learned from the RISC versus CISC debates of the 1980s and 1990s is that the design of high-
performance systems requires careful attention to the division of labor between application programs, systems software (such as compilers and runtime systems), and hardware. In particular, implementing a general programming construct directly in hardware or in systems software may be inefficient compared to specialized implementations for each occurrence of that construct, optimized for the context and structure of that occurrence.

In this paper, we argue that transactional programs can be scalable, and that lack of scalability in current TM benchmarks arises fundamentally from the programming models and data structures used in these benchmarks. To make this point, we articulate two design principles for writing parallel programs that we believe are essential for scalability. These principles arise from the fact that the most common factor limiting scalability is data movement. Communication adds costs that increase as the number of threads or packages increases, so the best way to improve the scalability of a program is to (1) reduce communication and (2) be tolerant of communication costs when they do arise. Concretely, this means the following.

**Principle 1** (Disjoint accesses). *Transactions that are disjoint at the logical level should be disjoint at the physical level.*

This principle is a guide for reducing or eliminating conflicts and data movement between transactions: it says that concurrent transactions should not conflict if they operate on disjoint data. For example, transactions that add different data items to a bag (multiset) should not conflict even though they operate on the same data structure. This requires careful attention to the implementation of the bag; an implementation that uses a single lock to control access to the entire bag violates this principle.

**Principle 2** (Virtualized transactions). *Transactions should be virtualized.*

Transactions are virtualized if their execution is not tied to a particular thread. This principle is a guide for ensuring that threads do useful work even in the presence of conflicts or communication delays; a thread can set aside a transaction and perform other work instead of having to retry an aborted transaction immediately or wait for a response to a remote memory request.

These principles may not be surprising, but we show that the programming model used in the STAMP benchmark suite satisfies neither of them. One contribution of this paper is a new benchmark suite for transactional programs, called Stampede, that is derived by systematically applying these scalability principles to the STAMP benchmark suite. These changes were not particularly difficult to implement, as we discuss in Section 6; roughly 90% of the application code is unchanged. We show that the performance of the Stampede benchmarks is substantially better than that of STAMP benchmarks with state-of-the-art HTMs and STMs.

Our second contribution is a demonstration that if application programs embody these principles, the design of STMs can be simplified. The simplification arises from the fact that sophisticated conflict detection schemes in TM are not necessary for scalable programs. The simplified STM, which we call VXTM, boosts performance of Stampede programs further.

We present an extensive experimental evaluation of both the STAMP and Stampede suites on TinySTM, VXTM, and the Blue Gene/Q HTM, as well as on a 32-thread Intel Westmere system. On the Westmere system for example, the Stampede version of the intruder benchmark with VXTM runs 168 times faster than the STAMP version on TinySTM; the yada benchmark improves by a factor of 62.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the programming model used in current TM benchmarks like STAMP and argue that it violates the two scalability principles discussed above. In Section 3, we describe how to implement programs to conform to the disjoint access principle; to illustrate this, we show how this can be accomplished in the STAMP benchmarks by replacing the data structures, task schedulers, and the memory allocator. In Section 4, we describe how to implement programs to conform to the virtualized transaction principle; we illustrate this again by modifying the STAMP benchmarks. In Section 5, we explore how programs following these principles can benefit from simpler conflict detection and handling strategies and describe an implementation of these in VXTM. Experimental results are presented in Section 6, and related work is presented in Section 7.

### 2. STAMP Programming model

The phrases transactions, transactional execution, and transactional memory are often used interchangeably in the literature, but for the discussion in this paper, it is useful to distinguish between these concepts as follows.

**Transaction execution** is a property of the execution of a piece of code in a parallel program: a piece of code (call it T) is said to execute transactionally if its execution is *atomic* and *isolated* [25]. The precise definitions of these two concepts can be quite subtle, and there are also various flavors such as strong and weak atomicity, but roughly speaking, atomicity means that updates to shared state made by T become visible to other threads only at the end of the execution of T, and isolation means that state changes made by other concurrently executing threads after T begins execution are not visible to T while it executes.

**Transactions** are programming constructs that permit the programmer to delineate a piece of code and require that it be executed transactionally by the implementation of the pro-
program. The notation atomic \{T\} is used in many parallel programming systems to specify that code T should be executed transactionally.

Transactional memory (TM) is a mechanism in hardware (HTM) or software (STM) to implement transactional execution. Unlike locks, which protect access to shared data but are not associated directly with that data, TM is data-centric in the sense that it tracks the memory locations accessed by each transaction; if the memory accesses made by concurrently executing transactions may violate transactional semantics, these transactions are said to conflict, and one or more of them is aborted and re-tried. If the transaction reaches the end of its execution and its accesses have not violated transactional semantics, it is committed and its updates to global state become visible to other computations.

In the STAMP suite, transactional execution is achieved by adding transactional constructs to an explicitly parallel threaded program. Figure 1 gives the outline of a typical STAMP benchmark. To ground the discussion, we use the yada benchmark, which performs Delaunay mesh refinement of a triangular mesh, using Ruppert’s algorithm to eliminate badly shaped triangles [26]. The badness of a triangle can be determined by applying a simple geometric test to its vertices. The algorithm is driven by a worklist, which keeps track of bad triangles in the mesh. At the start of the algorithm, this worklist is initialized with all the bad triangles in the mesh. During the execution of the algorithm, new bad triangles may be created, and if so, they are added to the worklist. The algorithm terminates when the worklist becomes empty.

To process and eliminate a bad triangle, a small neighborhood of triangles surrounding the bad triangle is identified and deleted from the mesh (these triangles are said to lie in the cavity of the bad triangle). The region previously occupied by these triangles is then retriangulated. This series of steps is implemented by the function work in Figure 1. Then, any new bad triangles created by processing the current triangle are added to the worklist.

Parallelism in this algorithm arises from the fact that each cavity is usually a small region of the overall mesh, so bad triangles whose cavities do not overlap can be processed in parallel. However, it is difficult to tell a priori whether or not the cavities of two bad triangles will overlap, so static parallelization is not possible. Instead, one can mark the processing of each bad triangle as a transaction and execute transactions speculatively, leaving it to the TM system to detect and recover from conflicts on the fly.

To exploit this pattern of parallelism, the yada benchmark spawns some number of threads, each of which executes the function func in Figure 1. The body of this function repeatedly gets a bad triangle from the worklist, processes it, and adds any newly created bad triangles to the worklist. These three operations manipulate a shared data structure—either the mesh or worklist—so each operation is performed in a transaction.

The STAMP implementation of yada violates both principles for scalable parallel performance introduced in Section 1.

Principle 1: Worklist push and pop operations from different threads conflict because a linked-list is used to represent the worklist. At the logical level however, two threads that pop work items from the work list touch different data items, so they should not conflict according to the disjoint access principle. Similar considerations apply to the representation of the graph data structure: as long as cavities do not overlap, transactions should not conflict. However, the graph representation used in STAMP introduces spurious conflicts, violating the principle of disjoint access.

Principle 2: The explicitly threaded programming model of Figure 1 violates the principle of virtualized transactions. Once a transaction is attempted by a thread, it is not possible for the thread to put aside that transaction if it aborts and do some other work. In most implementations, the same thread will keep trying a transaction until it commits. This limits scheduling freedom and reduces effective processor utilization.

While this discussion has focused on yada, similar issues arise in the other benchmarks. In the next two sections, we show how to incrementally modify STAMP benchmarks to make them conform to the disjoint access and virtualized transactions principles. In Section 6, we show that these changes, together with a simpler STM enabled by the two principles, reduce the execution time of yada by a factor of 62 on a 32 core Intel Westmere system.

3. Enforcing the Disjoint Access Principle

The disjoint access principle requires that transactions accessing disjoint logical data structure elements should access disjoint physical memory locations. This is a general principle for scalability even for programs without transactions. For the STAMP benchmark suite, we achieve this by examining and changing the data structures used in each program. Although our data structure analysis is manual, the code changes required are small because in many cases we simply swap one abstract data type (ADT) implementation
for another. Figure 2 shows the original STAMP data structures and their scalable alternatives. We describe some of the important changes below. There are three general techniques that we follow.

First, for a given functionality, we choose a scalable abstract data type. Supporting certain combinations of operations may be more scalable than others. For instance, a counter that supports concurrent modification and provides access to intermediate values requires more communication than a counter for which access to intermediate values is not needed: the second data structure can be implemented using a reduction tree while the former requires read-modify-write updates.

Second, we implement each abstract data type in a way that satisfies the disjoint access principle. Although there may be many concrete implementations of a given ADT, some are typically more scalable than others. For instance, a map can be implemented using either a red-black tree or a hashtable, but the hashtable is more scalable because operations on different keys typically access different portions of the hashtable. In contrast, accesses to different keys in a red-black tree will have overlapping accesses on shared paths from the root.

Third, we use a scalable memory allocator to make data structure implementations more efficient. Memory allocation is a common scalability bottleneck. Allocation of new pages may be serialized in the operating system, and techniques for recycling and coalescing memory regions requires communication between threads. To avoid contention overheads, we pre-allocate pages. For temporary objects that do not escape a transaction, we use a thread-local memory allocator. For other allocations, we use our own memory allocator which maintains thread-local, size-segregated free-lists that draw from a pre-allocated but expandable page pool.

These general approaches were applied to the STAMP benchmarks as follows.

In four applications (bayes, kmeans, labyrinth, yada), a sequential data structure with transactional operations is used to implement a work-stealing scheduler, but it is more efficient to use a data structure designed from the ground up to be a scheduler than to use a shared counter or linked-list. For these applications, we use the workstealing scheduler from the Galois system [30, 37].

In genome, a hashtable is used to find duplicate strings. STAMP uses a single hashtable, while a more scalable implementation is to have per-thread hashtables and to merge the counts at the end using a reduction tree.

In intruder, dynamically allocated buffers are used to communicate values between processing pipeline stages. These allocations can be replaced with per-iteration allocation, which is highly scalable when downstream pipeline stages are nested in the current stage. The vacation application uses a red-black tree to maintain database relations, but a more scalable implementation of the same abstract data type is a hashtable.

Finally, the yada application maintains a root pointer to a mesh element to verify connectivity of the final mesh. Each transaction checks if it is removing the element referenced by the root pointer, and if so, it updates the pointer to another element. After parallel execution, the application verifies that all valid mesh elements are reachable from the root. Since this pointer is used only during verification, it is possible to simply search for a valid element to serve as root just before the verification step rather than eagerly updating it throughout parallel execution.

4. Applying the Virtualization Principle

The virtualized transaction principle requires that transactions be decoupled from threads and schedules. STAMP
Loop-based transactions or equivalently, an iteration of a parallel loop. We call these transactions to be smaller than the computational operator. Given this form, the most natural granularity in a form that separates scheduling from the core computational operator. Given this form, the most natural granularity for a transaction is the complete execution of the operator. In STAMP programs, transactions can appear anywhere, and in fact, one optimization is to reduce the granularity of transactions to be smaller than the computational operator. We call such transactions fine-grain transactions. Fine-grain transactions are akin to fine-grain locking. They can significantly improve performance by reducing transactional state, but they require sophisticated reasoning to ensure correct behavior. In contrast, loop-based transactions are easier to reason about. The behavior of a parallel loop with coarse-grain transactions is equivalent to executing iterations in some sequential order. They can also have performance benefits over fine-grain transactions. For instance, since transactions are now parallel tasks, many of the techniques used to schedule parallel tasks like workstealing [7] can be directly applied to schedule transactions.

Fine-grain transactions can be made into loop-based ones by applying a continuation-passing transformation to divide loop iterations into units matching the fine-grain transaction boundaries (see Figure 3). This transformation is a standard compiler technique [3, 32]; although for this work, we apply the transformation manually. These new coarse-grain transactions will have the same granularity as the original fine-grain ones, but unlike the originals, there is overhead from forming the continuation and a possible loss of data locality due the possible rescheduling of two previously sequentially composed transactions.

If expert parallel programmers still want to use fine-grain transactions, they can mimic most of their effect in loop-based code by annotating particular reads or writes in an iteration as protected by the transaction or not. In our programs, this is accomplished by a special API call before shared data accesses.

Virtualization provides an opportunity for rescheduling work to improve performance. Figure 4 shows two ways to execute transactions. The first scheduler (Figure 4a) uses static work assignment and immediately retries aborted transactions. This is roughly the behavior of all the transactions in STAMP programs. The second scheduler (Figure 4b) uses workstealing to initially distribute transactions and uses a serialization tree to guarantee forward progress by gradually serializing aborted transactions on fewer and fewer threads (this is the approach used in the Galois system).

The second scheduler is only possible when transactions are virtualized and is one of many schedulers that could be used. In the context of STMs, CAR-STM [19] previously investigated serializing aborted transactions on a different thread than the one that first issued the transaction; however, because TMs are layered on top of threaded programs, additional effort must be spent to preserve program semantics. Consider a thread that acquires a reentrant lock and then issues a transaction that acquires that lock again. Under TM semantics, the second acquire should always succeed but CAR-STM can cause it to fail.

5. Exclusive TM

TM systems ensure transactional execution by monitoring reads and writes to memory, and one challenge tackled by prior TM work is supporting a high amount of concurrency by sometimes allowing a read in one transaction to proceed in the presence of a concurrent read or write to the same address in another transaction.
In multicore architectures, writing to a shared cache line is a potential scalability bottleneck, and scalable programs are typically written (or rewritten) to not have such sharing [13]. Having a conflict detection scheme that permits transactions to write to a shared cache line enables a level of concurrency at the transaction level that is not scalable at the cache coherency level.

An alternative is to simply not permit transactions to proceed if they access the same memory locations. One such scheme is exclusive locking. Whenever a transaction reads or writes memory, it marks that location with its transaction id. If another transaction has already marked the location, the current transaction aborts, rolling back its state changes and clearing its marks. When a transaction finishes, it also clears its marks.

To clear its marks, a transaction walks a list of marked locations and sets the owner fields back to a special unacquired value. Rollback is similar to clearing marks except that the transaction additionally restores the original value. In many cases, a transaction reads all its locations before modifying any of them. In this case, there is no state to rollback when a conflict occurs because no writes have happened yet.

Exclusive locking fails fast on transactions that other conflict detection schemes would permit to continue. However, if a program follows the disjoint access and virtualization principles, the number of conflicts should be small because (1) mostly disjoint data is accessed and (2) aborted transactions can be rescheduled to reduce conflicts. Exclusive locking also reflects the realities of modern hardware. Writes to shared cache lines are scalability bottlenecks. Exclusive locking reflects the performance model of the underlying hardware directly in the programming model. This makes potential problems more obvious, which encourages programmers to address them early.

An objection to exclusive locking is that it produces conflicts with read-only workloads. If this is a serious issue for a program, compiler analysis to find read-only locations can be used [28]. For situations where a location is sometimes read and sometimes written, TMs that allow concurrent reads typically use timestamp-based validation [16, 41]. This has its own scalability cost because a global counter is atomically updated by each thread on commit. The cost of synchronization can be eliminated by using a hardware clock [42] or hardware performance counters [43], but in these cases, transactions sometimes must wait to commit. One could instead turn to thread-local clocks [4], but that comes at the price of false conflicts.

6. Evaluation

Section 6.1 describes the STMs and HTMs used in the evaluation as well as the details of how the Stampede benchmarks were produced from the STAMP benchmarks. Section 6.2 compares the sequential performance of the STAMP and Stampede programs. We show that, for all but one benchmark, the serial performance of the STAMP and Stampede versions is similar; therefore, any differences in the parallel performance can be attributed to differences in parallel behavior rather than, say, algorithmic differences. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 show the performance of the STAMP and Stampede benchmarks on STMs and on the Blue Gene/Q HTM respectively. Section 6.5 analyzes these performance results in more depth.

6.1 Experimental setup

STM and HTM: For our STM, we choose TinySTM [21] (v1.0.4), which has been used in a previous TM evaluation [49]. TinySTM supports several policies for conflict detection and resolution. We use its default configuration, which is encounter-time locking with write-back of transactional state on commit. For the HTM, we used the IBM Blue Gene/Q.

Generating the Stampede benchmarks: Starting with the STAMP benchmark suite (v0.9.10), we modify each program according to the disjoint access and virtualization principles to produce the Stampede benchmark suite. To give a sense of the change from STAMP to Stampede, Stampede has 41586 lines of code, whereas Stampede has 43563 lines of code of which 38677 lines (88%) are exactly the same as STAMP. The bulk of the changes are due to changing the way STAMP data structures iterate through elements to support the Stampede memory allocator and moving code to conform to loop-based transactions. Of the changes, only 326 lines are due to new code; in this case, these are new data structures that do not have any analogue in the original STAMP code. We believe that this is a reasonable amount of effort as even applying TM to an existing threaded program with the aid of a compiler requires some level human intervention and significant non-local changes [44].

To run Stampede with HTM, we mark loop bodies with compiler pragmas to indicate a transaction. The transaction only includes the loop body itself and does not include scheduling code. To run with STM (Stampede+STM), we mark transactions boundaries as in the HTM case. We also annotate shared values as transactional variables and write the currently executing thread id to an owner field whenever we need to write a value, relying on the underlying STM system to detect conflicts.

Exploiting virtualized transactions: Although Stampede programs have virtualized transactions, Stampede with HTM or STM will behave as if transactions are not virtualized because the underlying TM is not aware of the virtualization, and it will execute transactions as in Figure 4a. To measure the impact of virtualization, we modify Stampede transactions to abort if they are re-executed. The aborted transactions are placed on a serialization tree and processed according Figure 4b. We call this variant Stampede+VTM. However, a similar modification could not be applied to Stam-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Xeon Westmere</th>
<th>Blue Gene/Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bayes</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>67.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>60.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>43.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans-high</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans-low</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>78.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>63.61</td>
<td>524.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scca2</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation-high</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>70.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation-low</td>
<td>19.39</td>
<td>51.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>54.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Sequential performance of Stampede+VXTM pro-
grams: execution time (seconds) and speedup over sequential
STAMP version

pede+HTM because the HTM provides strong atomicity and
does not indicate if a transaction aborts.

Finally, Stampede+VXTM schedules virtualized transac-
tions using workstealing and uses a serialization tree like
Stampede+VTM, but instead of using an off-the-shelf STM,
it uses the exclusive TM implementation described in Sec-

Machines: We run each application with its largest input
on two machines: an Intel Xeon E7-4860 (Westmere) ma-
chine, which has four 10-core processors\(^3\), and a single Blue
Gene/Q compute node. The Blue Gene/Q compute node has
a single processor with sixteen cores. Each core has four
hardware execution contexts, which gives a total of 64 ex-
ecution contexts per node. The Westmere does not support
hardware transactional memory, but the Blue Gene/Q does.

On the Blue Gene/Q, programs are compiled with the
IBM XLC compiler (v12.1) with the following compiler op-
tions: -O -qsmp=noopt -qalias=noansi. On the Westmere, programs are compiled with GCC (v4.8.1) with
-o3.

6.2 Sequential performance

Figure 5 gives the running times of Stampede+VXTM pro-
grams on one thread and the speedup of these programs relative to single-threaded execution of the corresponding
STAMP programs with TinySTM. For most applications, the performance of the Stampede+VTXM version is close
to that of the corresponding STAMP program. The only ex-
ception is intruder; the Stampede version has significantly
better locality than the pipeline-based STAMP version.

6.3 Parallel performance on STMs

Figure 6a and Figure 6b shows performance results for STAMP and Stampede programs with the STM variants on the Westmere and the IBM Blue Gene/Q respectively. All speedups are relative to the STAMP sequential baseline for the application, shown in Figure 5. Each graph has four lines: (1) STAMP+(Tiny)STM, (2) Stampede+(Tiny)STM, (3) Stampede+VTM, and (4) Stampede+VXTM.

The first high-level observation is that Stampede programs outperform STAMP+STM programs substantially,
and Stampede+VXTM has the fastest overall performance. On the Westmere, the median speedup with 32 threads is 2.3X for STAMP+STM, 6.0X for Stampede+STM and
13.2X for Stampede+VXTM. On the Blue Gene/Q, the me-
dian speedup with 32 threads (64 threads) is 3.6X (4.1X) for
Stampede+VTM, 6.8X (8.0X) for Stampede+STAMP and 12.8X
(17.7X) for Stampede+VXTM.

Two exceptions to these trends are bayes and labyrinth. The behavior of bayes is highly variable and none of its
versions scales well, but the mean STAMP+STM time is
slightly better than the Stampede time across threads. Sec-
ction 6.5 examines this effect further, but we note that bayes
has fallen out of favor in the TM community because of the
high variability in its execution.

When comparing across machines, programs on the Blue
Gene/Q tend to scale better than on the Westmere. Vacati-
On high and vacation-low are examples of this behavior. The
Blue Gene/Q machine is a single-chip processor, while the
Westmere is a multi-socket system. Modest communication in
the STM or program itself can be tolerated at scale on
the Blue Gene/Q, while similar communication patterns can
be a bottleneck on the Westmere. Only when all the bottle-
ncks are removed, as is the case with vacation with Stam-
ede+VXTM, does the program become scalable on the
Westmere.

For labyrinth on the Westmere, STAMP+STM is faster
than Stampede+STM but slower than Stampede+VXTM; on
the Blue Gene/Q, it is faster than Stampede+VXTM for low
number of threads. The main reason is that the STAMP
program implements a lazy transaction validation scheme
that is not available in the Stampede program.

Performance of STAMP on XTM The next set of results show that using exclusive TM (XTM) for programs written
in a programming model that does not enforce the principles of
disjoint access and virtualized transactions can lead to
substantially worse performance.

Figure 7 shows the parallel performance of STAMP pro-
grams on XTM, compared to their performance on
TinySTM. In the XTM runs, a transaction that aborts is im-

---

3 Although this machine has 40 cores, our experiments only run with threads in powers of two due to a restriction in the STAMP benchmark suite
4 This option disables auto-parallelization in the XLC compiler; the other standard compiler optimizations are not affected.
Figure 6: Comparison of programs on two architectures using improved data structures and scheduling (Stampede) and original STAMP programs. Speedup relative to STAMP sequential baseline (see Figure 5). Points at mean value of at least 5 runs. Vertical bars indicate minimum and maximum observed values.
mediately retried by the thread executing it, as is the norm in TM systems. On the XTM system, conflicts between concurrently executing transactions are more likely, but the overhead of conflict detection is lower. Therefore, programs with low conflict ratios might be expected to do well on the XTM; conversely, programs with high conflict ratios on the STM will perform poorly on XTM.

On two of the ten benchmarks (kmeans-low and ssca2), STAMP+XTM performs as well as or better than STM. These are instances where the benefit of lower overhead conflict detection outweighs the need for higher concurrency. On three benchmarks (i.e., genome, kmeans-high, labyrinth), STAMP+XTM is worse than STAMP+STM.

On the other five benchmarks not shown in the figure (bayes, intruder, vacation-high/low, yada), the performance of STAMP+XTM is much worse. In these benchmarks, transactions tend to read and write the same data structure, and the number of aborted transactions grows very large, slowing the overall execution and introducing livelock.

In contrast to these results, Figure 6 shows that XTM can provide a substantial boost in performance for Stampede programs. Virtualization alone has some benefits, and Stampede+VTM typically performs better than Stampede+STM. On the Westmere, the difference is minor, but on the Blue Gene/Q, intruder, yada, vacation-high and vacation-low see significant performance gains. However, virtualization should be seen as an enabling transformation that facilitates other optimizations like rescheduling and exclusive conflict detection. Neither virtualization nor XTM alone is adequate to address the scalability problem of transactional programs: co-design of the programming model and software/hardware TM is needed. We elaborate on this in Section 6.5.

### 6.4 Parallel performance on HTMs

Figure 8 shows performance of STAMP and Stampede programs on the IBM Blue Gene/Q, which has an HTM. With 32 threads (64 threads), the median speedup of STAMP with HTM is 1.4X (1.4X) and of Stampede with HTM is 6.1X (4.7X).

A comparison of STAMP programs with STM and HTM on the Blue Gene/Q was previously done by Wang et al. [49].

Figure 7: Performance of STAMP programs with STM (solid line) and with XTM (dotted line). Speedup relative to STAMP sequential baseline (see Figure 5).

Figure 8: Speedup of STAMP and Stampede programs with STM (solid lines) and with HTM (dotted lines) on the Blue Gene/Q. Speedup relative to STAMP sequential baseline (see Figure 5).
Our results for the HTM and STM programs broadly match their reported results with one exception. Wang et al. report a maximum speedup of 12X for vacation-low and 16X for vacation-high.

The performance of HTM on vacation-high (and on vacation-low) strongly depends on the memory allocator used. The results in Figure 8 use standard malloc while the results of Wang et al. use a different memory allocator that preallocates thread-local pools but does not track freed memory, causing a memory leak. The similarity of results between the two different evaluations suggests that improving memory allocation by itself does not substantially impact performance. When we switched the ad-hoc pooled allocator for TCMalloc [22], a scalable malloc replacement, only the yada benchmark was significantly improved (maximum speedup of 12X on the Blue Gene/Q) compared to using standard malloc.

For STAMP programs, STAMP+HTM is faster than STAMP+STM for three out of ten benchmarks (genome, kmeans-high and kmeans-low). For most STAMP benchmarks, the performance difference between STAMP+HTM and STAMP+STM is not more than a factor of two. The exception is labyrinth where the large working set exhausts the transactional state of the hardware, which then serializes execution. For Stampede programs, Stampede+HTM is faster than Stampede+STM for four benchmarks (genome, scca2, vacation-low and yada).

The existence of benchmarks with a large difference between STAMP+HTM and Stampede+HTM performance like scca2, vacation-high, vacation-low and yada show that some of the poor performance with HTM can be alleviated by starting with more scalable programs.

6.5 The need for co-design
The experimental results demonstrate the advantage of co-design of transactional programming models and transactional memory mechanisms. In general, there are three reasons why one conflict detection implementation performs differently than another on the same application.

1. The schedule produced by one implementation creates more algorithmic work than another implementation. This can happen in the bayes application because depending on the scheduling, different operations will be attempted, which changes the total amount of work done.

2. Assuming that the total amount of work is the same between program executions, the number of conflicts can vary due to different definitions of a conflict (e.g., word or cache line-based detection, or the exclusive-access policy implemented by XTM).

3. Finally, even if one implementation produces less conflicts than another, the cost of implementing more precise conflict detection may outweigh the benefit of the lower number of conflicts.

The first reason is strongly dependent on the application, but the latter two reasons are due to general properties of conflict detection systems and represent trade-offs that must be made by all TM systems.

Stampede+VXTM allows only exclusive access to locations, so even shared reads in concurrent transactions will trigger conflicts. One might expect therefore that Stampede+VXTM programs will have a much lower commit ratio than Stamp+STM programs. Figure 9 shows that this is not the case: Stampede+VXTM programs have a much higher commit ratio for all but three benchmarks (bayes, vacation-high, vacation-low). Intuitively, this is because Stampede programs embody Principle 1 (disjoint accesses) so transactions in Stampede programs are less likely to conflict, regardless of the conflict detection policy in the TM.
Even with the (less precise) exclusive conflict detection in VXTM, the commit ratio of Stampede+VXTM programs exceeds that of Stampede+HTM for seven benchmarks (intruder, yada, genome, kmeans-low, labyrinth, sscase2, vacation-high). This suggests that capacity or false conflicts are inhibiting the performance of HTM programs. The Blue Gene/Q HTM detects conflicts at cache line granularity, and this may result in false conflicts when state from two transactions shares the same cache line. HTM systems also have a fixed amount of storage for transactional state, and exceeding that limit is treated as a conflict. This is exacerbated by the fact that in the Blue Gene/Q HTM, all memory accesses within a transaction are considered part of the transactional state. This explains the low commit ratio for the Stampede+HTM version of labyrinth: labyrinth has a large working set that exhausts the capacity of the HTM (the flattening of the commit ratio around 50% for Stampede+HTM is because during high conflict situations, the HTM runs a transaction once speculatively and on abort, runs it in “irrevocable mode”, which gives an expected 50% commit ratio).

With respect to STMs, note that Stampede+VXTM, which has a lower overhead conflict detection scheme than Stampede+VTM, also has a better commit ratio. This is because Stampede+VXTM detects conflicts at the memory word granularity rather than at the cache-line level as TinySTM does.

However, commit ratios tell only one part of the story; the second part of the performance story is the overhead of conflict detection. The cost of implementing conflict detection in Stampede+VXTM is quite small since it uses exclusive locking. General TM implementations however are more complicated because they support state rollback and more precise read-write conflicts. For instance, to support state rollback, the default configuration of TinySTM uses a write-back cache, which means that accesses of modified state must go through a level of indirection. To support lightweight read transactions, TinySTM uses a time-based mechanism that requires shared access to a global clock. The Blue Gene/Q HTM implementation stores transaction metadata in the L2 cache, and transactions must either bypass or flush the L1 cache to ensure consistent updates of metadata [49]. Even when the commit ratio of (say) Stampede+HTM is equal to or greater than Stampede+VXTM, like for bayes, kmeans-high and vacation-low, we see that the end-to-end performance is worse than Stampede+VXTM, suggesting that the cost of implementing more precise conflicts outweighs the benefit of having less conflicts.

6.6 Other benchmarks and systems

We have applied these scalability principles to other benchmarks as well.

The PARSEC suite [6] (v2.1) is a collection of parallel programs that cover a number of parallelization techniques. However, none of the programs use TM, and as reported by others, most of the programs are data parallel [5]. One that is not is canneal, which simulates cache-aware annealing to optimize routing costs. We evaluated three variants of this program. The first is the original PARSEC program that uses fine-grain locking, PARSEC+FGL. The second is a manual transformation to use TinySTM instead of locks, PARSEC+STM. The third is a new program that follows the disjoint access and virtualization principles and uses exclusive locking, NewPARSEC+VXTM. To satisfy disjoint access, the only change made was to allocate the main graph data structure in a NUMA-interleaved fashion to avoid congestion on physical memory controllers. Satisfying virtualization was simply a matter of converting explicit threading to parallel loops. On the Westmere with 32 threads and using the native input size, PARSEC+FGL is 22.3X faster than with 1 thread. On 32 threads, PARSEC+STM is 7% faster than PARSEC+FGL, and NewPARSEC+VXTM is 16% faster. These results support the applicability of our scalability principles beyond STAMP and programs initially written to use transactions.

We have also used the two scalability principles discussed in Section 1 in the Galois system for almost a decade now [27, 29, 36, 37]. Galois supports a high-level parallel programming model called the operator formulation of algorithms [40], implemented as a pattern language in sequential C++. The Galois system produces code for distributed, heterogeneous architectures including clusters of CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs, and it supports both optimistic parallelization as well as round-based execution based on interference graphs. Optimistic parallelization is supported by a conflict detection mechanism very similar to that of VXTM. The data structures and schedulers in the Galois library are designed carefully from the ground up to respect the disjoint access principle; a case study for the priority scheduler in Galois is described in Lenharth et al. [30]. The execution model supports virtualized transactional execution. Experimental studies show that a variety of applications including Delaunay mesh generation, Delaunay mesh refinement (yada is derived from this benchmark), the Barnes-Hut n-body method, and motif detection in graphs scale to hundreds of cores on large-scale NUMA shared-memory machines like the SGI Ultraviole [29], demonstrating the power of the two scalability principles discussed in this paper. The same principles have been used in GPU implementations of the Galois model [34, 35], such as the one supported by the IrGL compiler [39].

7. Related Work

Transactional memory is a broad topic, so we confine the discussion of related work to other studies of TM benchmarks like STAMP.

The original STAMP paper [10] included simulation results but not results on real hardware.

There have been several performance evaluations of hardware transactional memory [14, 15, 17, 18, 49, 51], and as
noted in Section 6.4, part of our evaluation reproduces the results of Wang et al. Intel has released HTM support in the Intel Core i7 (Haswell) processors. There are several evaluations of the Haswell HTM [18, 51]. The hardware is targeted towards short-running, fine-grain transaction programs, which are not the kinds of transactions that arise in STAMP programs. The results of Yoo et al. on STAMP programs using four threads show abort rates significantly higher than using an STM, which suggests a large number of capacity or false conflicts even at low levels of parallelism. The highest speedup over sequential reported by Diegues et al. for HTM is 3.5X on 8 threads for kmeans. The goal of this paper is not to evaluate HTM implementations but to show how simple mechanisms are sufficient to efficiently execute many transactional programs.

SwissTM [20] has been shown to perform slightly better than TinySTM, which was used as a representative STM in Section 6, but the STAMP benchmarks where SwissTM outperforms TinySTM the most (by 1.2X–1.5X)—intruder, kmeans-high, yada—also have poor scalability, so the actual performance difference is small.

There are several proposals for parallel programming models that support transactional execution [2, 11, 12, 38], but in these, transactions are fine-grain, and no separation is made between schedulers and user data structures, which is crucial to simplifying transaction implementation. Automatic Mutual Exclusion (AME) [11] introduced a higher level abstraction for transactional execution where code blocks are transactional by default. This matches the spirit of loop-based transactions described here, but unlike this paper, the work on AME is mainly concerned with semantics rather than performance.

8. Conclusion

Transactional memory provides a solution to a diverse set of problems on multicore machines such as providing easy-to-understand semantics for concurrent accesses to shared data, achieving fine-grain synchronization without using locks, extracting concurrency from legacy code, and facilitating the parallelization of programs with unknown data dependencies, but providing efficient implementations of TM remains a challenging research problem.

In this paper, we showed that some of the performance problems of transactional workloads like the STAMP benchmarks arise from the programming model and data structures used in the STAMP benchmarks, and that these problems are not intrinsic to the algorithms and data sets underlying them. To make this point, we articulated two principles that we believe must be embodied by scalable programs and argued that STAMP programs violate both of them.

We then incrementally modified STAMP programs to satisfy both principles, producing a new set of programs that we call the Stampede suite. The two principles also permit us to simplify the design of the STM through simpler conflict detection policies. Using this new STM with the Stampede suite, we obtain a median speedup of 17.7X with 64 threads on the Blue Gene/Q and 13.2X with 32 threads on an Intel Westmere system. On 32 thread Westmere runs, these changes reduce the execution time of the intruder benchmark by a factor of 168 and of yada by a factor of 62 compared to the original STAMP programs with a state-of-the-art STM.

Existing TM benchmarks represent code patterns in legacy code and have their place in the sun for evaluating TM systems, but we believe the Stampede benchmark suite, which embodies software principles for scalable parallelism, is a useful and necessary addition to the collection of TM benchmarks. More generally, we believe HTM and STM designs will benefit if careful attention is paid to the division of labor between application programs, systems software and hardware, a lesson similar to the one learned about processor design from the RISC/CISC debates of the 1980s and 1990s.
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